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PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES
After 3-4 years our graduates will be:

 Successful and ethical professionals in IT and ITES

industries contributing to societal progress.

 Engaged in life-long learning, adapting to changing

technological scenarios.

(PEO’s)

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
At the end of the program the student is able to:

 Analyze, design, implement and test innovative application

software systems to meet the specified requirements.

 Understand and use systems software packages.

 Understand the organization and architecture of digital

computers, embedded systems and computer networks.

(PSO’s)

 To nurture a positive environment with state of art facilities

conductive for deep learning and meaningful research and

development.

 To enhance interaction with industry for promoting

collaborative research in emerging technologies.

 To strengthen the learning experiences enabling the

students to become ethical professionals with good

interpersonal skills, capable of working effectively in multi-

disciplinary teams.

MISSION

To become a leading department engaged in quality 

education and research in the field of Computer Science and 

Engineering.

VISION
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It gives me great opportunity to present the Newsletter. This

issue explores the hidden talents, commitment, involvement

and achievement of departmental students and Staff

community towards extra and curricular activities. As you

read through the pages you will realize, that the department

had a particularly successful semester. It motivates,

enlightens and enables the Student & Staff community to

focus on their goals and achieve more. I would like to thank

all my colleagues for their tireless efforts to help the

department progress at a very steady pace.

Department Toppers

Dr. M Ramakrishna Professor & Head

Sahana

1VI18CS091

6th Semester 

Renuka M 

1VI19CS084

4th Semester 

Kartikeeya U

1VI18CS045

6th Semester 

Ashwini M

1VI17CS014

8th Semester 

Mr. Sivashreet and Mr. Reetesh

delivered technical talk on “Innovative

Project Ideas” on 09–10–2021 for 7th

semester students. Mr. Sivashreet

addressed the importance of IoT and he

highlighted the IoT projects in the field like

Agricultural, Smart homes, industrial,

commercial space. He also gave ideas for

projects in full stacks, Robotics. Mr. Reetesh

Kiran enlightened the importance of Big

Data Analytics and Data Science/ Applied AI

Engineering. He also gave ideas for projects

in Data Analytics and the AI field. He

explained smart dustbin concepts.

Guest Lectures

Mr. Sivashreet Maharana

CTO, Metahuman Technologies Pvt.Ltd

Mr. Reetesh Kiran

Data Scientist, Vivarttana Technologies



Senior Software Engineer - QA, 
Acuver Consulting Pvt Ltd.

Mr. Sanjay Kumar N, Senior Software Engineer - QA, Acuver

Consulting Pvt Ltd., delivered guest lecture on “Theory and Practice

of SCRUM” on 13–11–2021 for 3rd semester students. The two

dominant Agile approaches are Scrum and extreme Programming

(XP). XP was arguably the first method deemed to be “Agile”. Scrum

is very popular and in very wide use today. Scrum is a definite project

management emphasis. A Scrum project is managed by a Scrum

Master, who can be considered as much a consultant or coach as a

manager. Scrum is one of the few agile methods used to scale up for

larger projects. Scrum has a fundamental 30-day development cycle

called a Sprint, preceded by pre-Sprint activities, and succeeded by

post-Sprint activities. A short (less than 30 minutes) daily Scrum

Meeting allows the team to monitor status and communicate

problems. Project planning is based on a Product Backlog, which

contains functions and technology enhancements envisioned for the

project.

Mr. Sanjay Kumar N

Sai Vidya Institute of Technology, 
Bangalore.

Prof. Padma Reddy

Mr. Padma Reddy delivered technical talk on “Automata

theory and computability” on 22–01–2022 for 5th semester

students. A Turing Machine is an accepting device which accepts the

languages (recursively enumerable set) generated by type 0

grammars. A Turing Machine (TM) is a mathematical model which

consists of an infinite length tape divided into cells on which input is

given. It consists of a head which reads the input tape. A state

register stores the state of the Turing machine. After reading an

input symbol, it is replaced with another symbol, its internal state is

changed, and it moves from one cell to the right or left. If the TM

reaches the final state, the input string is accepted, otherwise

rejected.



Assistant Professor, Dept. of CSE 
Vemana IT

Mrs. Shilpa G V, Assistant Professor, Dept. of CSE Vemana IT,

delivered guest lecture on “Embedded Systems” on 16–02–2022 for

3rd semester students. The in-house seminar covered the topics of

embedded systems which are beyond the syllabus of computer

organization for 3rd sem students. Resource person discussed about

introduction to embedded systems, examples of embedded systems,

characteristics of embedded systems, programming language used in

to implement embedded systems, difference between general

computers and embedded systems, performance of different

embedded systems, components of embedded systems, advantages

and disadvantages of embedded systems.

Mrs. Shilpa G V

Former Head, Network Project, 
CEDT, IISc Bangalore

Dr. Ashok Rao

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the ability of a computer or a

robot controlled by a computer to do tasks that are usually done by

humans because they require human intelligence and discernment.

Machine learning is the science of getting computers to act without

being explicitly programmed. Self-driving cars, practical speech

recognition, effective web search, and a vastly improved

understanding of the human genome are few of the examples which

uses machine learning. Deep learning is a type of machine learning

and artificial intelligence (AI) that imitates the way humans gain

certain types of knowledge. Deep learning is an important element

of data science, which includes statistics and predictive modelling.

Machine learning is about computers being able to think and act with

less human intervention; deep learning is about computers learning

to think using structures modelled on the human brain. Machine

learning requires less computing power; deep learning typically

needs less ongoing human intervention. Data science encompasses

preparing data for analysis, including cleansing, aggregating, and

manipulating the data to perform advanced data analysis. Analytic

applications and data scientists can then review the results to

uncover patterns and enable business leaders to draw informed

insights. Data Science is a field that makes use of AI to generate

predictions but also focuses on transforming data for analysis and

visualizations.



ISTE Events  

DEBATE Topic : Is technology going to save or kill

Shivani K V, Vennela S and Sangamanath from 1st sem CSE participated in debate (For)

Vasanth A, Prem Kumar M and Sashwitha from 1st sem CSE participated in debate (Against)

Student Coordinators : Joyce Mathews, Chandrashekar Kumar, Sai Mahima, Meghana from 3rd sem CSE

ISTE Events Winners

Shivani K V from 1st sem CSE won First Prize in Debate competition.

Placement training for 7th semester students by Quantech

Highly skilled and qualified QuanTech Origin team members provided 6 days placement training to 7th

semester students from 8th of November 2021 to 13th November 2021. Students were trained in

quantitative aptitude, reasoning, communication skills, soft skills, interview facing and data interpretation.
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TATA Consultancy Services Limited

B PRASHANTH 

REDDY

1VI18CS016

JEEVITHA J V 

REDDY

1VI18CS041

MADHUSUDAN C 

1VI18CS054

MANISH T S

1VI18CS058

N BHAVYA SHREE 

1VI18CS065

NAGARAJUN K N

1VI18CS066

R ISHA

1VI18CS084

SAISREE E

1VI18CS092

SAGAR S K

1VI18CS090

Maventic Innovative Solutions Pvt Ltd.
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Wipro Limited

KAVYA 

RAVINDRA 

HEGDE

1VI18CS046 

SRISHTI 

MISHRA

1VI18CS107

TANZIM ABBAS 

CHAROLIA

1VI18CS113

VISHNU K G

1VI18CS123

NAGARAJUN K N

1VI18CS066

TIPPIREDDY 

VIVEK

1VI18CS115

MANISH T S

1VI18CS058

Pentagon Space

DEEKSHITHA M R

1VI18CS023 

K RAHUL 

KUMAR 

REDDY

1VI18CS044

MADHUSHREE B N

1VI18CS053

PRATHVIRAJ N 

DOSHETTY

1VI18CS080
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HCL Technologies

KARTHIKEEYA 

U PANDIT

1VI18CS045 

SYEDA SARA 

SAMEEN 

1VI18CS112

KAVYA 

RAVINDRA 

HEGDE

1VI18CS046 

PRATHVIRAJ N  

DOSHETTY

1VI18CS080

TuringMinds.ai
Aishwarya Ranjan

1VI18CS004

Zoho Corporation

Kirshna Vamsi

1VI18CS001

Contlo
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Capgemini Limited

Jagadish C G

1VI18CS040 
R Evangeline 

1VI18CS083

Mahalakshmi 

B R 

1VI18CS055 

Anushka Singh

1VI18CS008

6d Technologies
Bhavana Makapur

1VI18CS017

Worksbot

JEEVITHA J V 

REDDY

1VI18CS041

Maheswara 

Reddy

1VI18CS019 

TippiReddy Vivek

1VI18CS115 

Vidyalakshmi D B

1VI18CS120 
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Qspiders

N Bhavya

Shree

1VI18CS065 

Asiya Khatoon

1VI18CS012

Anusha R Bhat

1VI18CS007 

Aishwarya R

1VI18CS003

Apoorva

Kaumudhi S

1VI18CS009 

Asma M

1VI18CS013 

Rashmitha

Soumya Sindu R

1VI18CS086 

Srilekha M

1VI18CS106 

Vishnu K G

1VI18CS123 

Syeda Sara 

Sameen

1VI18CS112



Graphic Design

Veena G 
Assistant Professor Dept. of CSE 

Editor-in-Chief , Newsletter

Mohammed Muzammil Khan 
Student Coordinator, Newsletter

8th Semester, Dept. of CSE 


